Climate Change Threatens Maine’s Farms
Farming is an important part of Maine’s heritage, communities, economy, and way of life, and
agriculture contributes more than $1 billion to Maine’s economy each year. But climate change is
changing temperatures and bringing more extreme weather to Maine, threatening the viability of
our crops and the Maine farmers who depend on them.

Climate change brings warmer temperatures, which can:
Harm crops
• Plants can grow faster up to a certain temperature, but growth declines with additional warming. Different crops
have different ideal temperatures, so some traditional Maine crops are harmed by climate change.
•

Maine's largest crop is potatoes. They grow best in cool weather—ideally, 60-64°F, which is the current average
temperature in Presque Isle during the growing season. Projected warming from climate change may reduce
potato yields by 25-35 percent.1

•

Weeds may grow faster in warmer weather, outgrowing and stunting crops.2

Increase pests
• Warmer temperatures bring new pests that damage crops. For example, the blueberry gall midge, which has been
a problem in southern areas in New Jersey, is now appearing in southern Maine and damaging crop yields.
•

Higher temperatures can increase damage from insects already in Maine, like the Colorado potato beetle. The
beetle currently reproduces once during our growing season, but with warmer temperatures and a longer season,
it could complete multiple generations each summer, damaging more crops.

“A lot of the plant diseases that
used to be confined to certain areas
of the south are starting to move
north. Viruses that are transported
by southern bugs that would be killed
off by frost here are gaining ground
moving north.”
— Pete Zuck, Johnny’s Selected Seeds

1 L. Jacobson, George & Fernandez, Ivan & Andrew Mayewski, Paul & V. Schmitt, Catherine. (2009). Maine's climate future: an initial assessment.
2 Peters, K., Breitsameter, L. & Gerowitt, B. Agronomy for Sustainable Development (2014) 34: 707. Accessed at https://doi.org/10.1007/s13593-014-0245-2
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Stopping EPA efforts to address climate change

EPA’s work to understand and reduce the risks of climate change is
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and other air pollutants power plants can emit. Mercury is a neurotoxin found in Maine’s lakes, rivers, fish, and wildlife,
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watered more often and threatening crops that aren’t irrigated.
NRCM is working tirelessly to defend these important federal clean water safeguards that protect Maine.
We need your help. Please contact Senators Collins and King today.

“If you’re doing the irrigation, then there’s plenty of fruit, but if you aren’t
irrigating, then you might be in trouble.”
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